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ABSTRACT: 

 

China was famous as world factory. Most small and medial size Chinese industry are 

facing the industrial transformation and upgrading stage. Innovation level as a 

competitive competence is extremely important to manufacturing. However, 

sophisticated technique and radical innovation skills are still blank in level of SMEs. 

The thesis will focus on solve innovation dilemma in SMEs, that Chinese SMEs prefer 

incremental innovation rather than radical innovation, and radical innovation cannot 

occur in large scale. There are some barriers that impeded Chinese innovation had also 

been discussed. To clarify the barriers helps industry easier innovate than before. 

 

Research will combine both quantitative data analysis and qualitative data analysis to 

explore three questions. Quantitative data observed from case company. By using 

statistical method, correlation between data can be recognized. Qualitative data received 

mainly from a talk interview. This interview organized by Chinese official television 

station. Business network relationship reports and journals are the second main 

resources for qualitative data analysis.  

 

The thesis will indicate that Chinese SMEs prefer slow innovation has historical reason 

and quick profit desire. Number of innovation might have no different between big 

companies and small companies, but big companies have more resources to do radical 

innovation than small ones. All action bonds within business value net are somehow 

affect innovation development in China. A efficient collaborative networks with each 

action bonds can help to increase the innovation level. 

 

KEYWORDS: Innovation, Business network management, Process efficiency.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1.   Research motivation 

 

The topic of this thesis has been changed for several times. The concept of thesis comes 

from small and middle size enterprises (SMEs) industry in south of china. It is a 

manufacturing company of spare and accessory parts for international construction 

machinery and equipment enterprise and other similar companies. The business scope of 

the target company is processing with imported materials, processing on giving 

materials, assembly operation and processing of semi-finished products. The research 

topic of the company was high dependence of labor experience, significant produce 

error variance due to obsolete tools and equipment and disordered manufacturing 

schedule.  

 

This thesis changed to analysis and explores an innovation concept since news has been 

read” What a ball pen tells us about China’s manufacturing weakness.” (Ko 2016). 

Premier Li Keqiang made a press conference revealing the industrial capabilities of 

China on national television. He pointed out to a ball pen manufacturer that when 

Chinese ball pen is able to produce as good as German pen.  

 

After some relevant documents have been read and a level of basic research, there is an 

idea which combined innovation into industry efficiency. Companies always require 

innovation when they are facing the industry transformation and upgrading stage to 

improve the industry efficiency. However, the fact is the country can produce everything 

from iPhones to artificial satellite, can produce more than 40 billion ball pen annually 

occupied 80 percentage of worldwide business(Li 2016), but China only be labeled as 

the “world’s factory”(Xu 2016). The most profitable component, the most sophisticated 

technique and the most radical innovation skills are still missing from Chinese 

technology handbook.   
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The key component, metal balls and nib of the ball pen, as a special metal, has to be 

imported from overseas suppliers. “Producing the tiny rotating ball fitted to the tip of a 

ball pen has turned out to be an insuperable hurdle for Chinese manufacturers” 

(Worstall 2016). Lack of high value technology, core innovation and key competitive 

strategy led to Chinese industry struggle in low profit business.  

 

The thesis is made to draw a general view of Chinese manufacturing with innovation 

activities. Meanwhile, it is also wishes to help Chinese industry transformation and 

upgrading in the future.   

 

 

1.2.   Research question 

 

Before resolve a question, the problem needs to be identified. The motivation of 

exploring innovation in China brings three questions which are the basis of this thesis 

research. These three questions has been listed below that they were set from both 

internal and outsider’s perspective. Consumers who are not familiar with Chinese 

manufacturing will confuse the real status of Chinese innovation status; who are inside 

the Chinese manufacturing will lost further direction when facing industry 

transformation and upgrading stage. These questions help them to discuss the possible 

innovation strategy in further development.  

 

Q1: Why Chinese manufacturer prefer a slow change innovation process rather than 

radical innovation process under present situation? 

Q2: Does middle and large size companies do more radical innovations than small 

companies? 

Q3: What are barriers of Chinese innovation revolution?  

 

In fact, the question asks a general surface of innovation and technology in China. 

Comparing with big size company, innovation in SMEs is more specific of assessing 

entire innovation level. Questions involve historical background of technology 

innovation, managing innovation and relationship network outside innovation. 
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Statistical data analysis of empirical data from case company and qualitative data 

collected from journal and media will be used to answer the questions.  

 

However, since the empirical data received from production process and the case is 

based on process innovation. The researches might limit in process innovation and 

describe a general framework of innovation in China. 

 

 

1.3.   Structure of the thesis 

 

The thesis has been divided into five chapters on account of exploring three questions 

from different perspectives and involved variance concepts. The start of the thesis will 

be the introduction and description of thesis motivation. Significant research questions 

and structure of the thesis also be introduced in this chapter.  

 

The second chapter is followed with literature review which involving historical 

background of industrial innovation revolution between Western country and China, 

managing innovation topic, and concept of business relationship management.  

 

Comparative studies of the industrial revolution history of the two disparate societies 

might help to get a macroscopic view of differences between Western country and 

China. The concept of innovation content will simply describes the innovation 

definition and also Enumerate innovation types and levels. To imply the industry 

improvement, innovation process and relevant problems are required discussion in this 

chapter. Business net value, The ARA model, co-operation and co-opertition concept 

will be introduced to indicate the innovation relationship from outside of focal 

companies. The relationship perhaps is the reason which impact Chinese innovation in 

general. 

 

After that, in research methodology chapter indicate the research plan, research data, 

research methods and limitation of research. Research data analysis and discussion 

chapter will combine obtained quantitative data and qualitative data with research 
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questions to reveal answers of innovation. 

 

Final conclusion helps to summarize previous research result and present the answer of 

previous questions. The result drew a general innovation status, as a reference, for 

groups who are interested in Chinese innovation actuality as. It is also wishes to help 

Chinese and other developing industry when they facing the stage of transformation and 

upgrading.  
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2. THEORY AND BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE  

 

 

2.1. Historical background between western countries and china 

 

"Rome wasn't built in a day” 

 

This medieval French adage expresses that creating any immortal things request 

unremitting efforts for a long time. Industry needs to be developed by means of several 

revolution of technology innovation. The production method from hand production 

methods to machinery methods, and even digital methods in 21centril of human beings 

also adapt miracles and failures. However, innovation of technology was not born with 

talent. It takes time to development.  

In order to analysis the innovation level of China, the comparison between Chinese 

industrial revolution and Western countries industrial revolution should be considered.  

 

2.1.1. Western country industrial revolution 

 

European countries, or Western countries for Chinese people, had totally passed three 

times of industrial revolution. The first revolution happened from about 1750 to about 

1840. During this time, the production methods of human beings improved from 

handmade production methods to machinery methods.(Hudson 1992: 11-15) There are 

several technologies has been developed during this revolution, typical was famous in 

textiles (Ayres 1989:16–17), Steam power and Iron making (Bond, Gingerich, Archer-

Antonsen, Purcell, & Macklem.2003). These innovations of machinery had dramatically 

changed further industry generation. 

 

The second industrial revolution happened between about 1870 until the beginning of 

the 20
th

 century. (Engelman 2015)This revolution also named as the technological 

revolution, which indicates that technological innovation had rapidly spread in 

industrial field. After European countries, the United States and Japan welcomed a 
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dramatic development of industry. During this period, the invention and application of 

the electric power led to the rise of several diversified industrialization. Since that time, 

Western countries own more than 80% of global industrialization. Until 1900, American 

owns 24% of global industrial business, and European totally occupied 62% (Bairoch 

1982:12-14). 

 

The third industrial revolution means digital revolution which since after the Second 

World War till the late 1970s with the innovation of digital technology affecting 

impressively to resent life status. Comparing with mechanical and electronic machinery, 

digital technology increase automatic and efficiency and decrease the costs and failures. 

 

A total new concept has been published by German government (Takano 2014; Schwab 

2016), industry 4.0 in 2012, which also been indicated as the fourth industrial revolution.  

The variance of concept of this revolution does not create new industrial technology, but 

a vision of smart factory (Germany trade & invest) which executes a collective 

technology in terms of correction between manufacturing technology, product 

information and database correlation. Combination of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) 

(Hermann, Pentek & Otto 2015), Internet of Things (IoT) and Internet of Services 

technologies (IoS) for building a more adaptive, effective and human manufacturing 

environment, further influencing business value chain organization (Mulholland 2014; 

ABB). 

 

2.1.2. Chinese industrial revolution 

 

Apart from previously mentioned technology innovation process, disparate industrial 

environment in the early age of China had influenced Chinese technology development 

into different direction. The emperor in order to stabilize the regime of Chinese empire 

system, an imperial examination system (Crozier 2002) has been structured to assess 

competent people to help control the empire. The exam context of imperial examination 

system is based on Confucian classes and similar literature study. After the exam, 

people will be segment into different hierarchical class and be allocated different social 

resources. The government holds the property division, people's private property rights 
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has not been fully respected. Even though China have the basis for industrial revolution 

in the early years of the Ming dynasty, however, based on variance resource allocation 

system, industrial revolution will never initially happens in China (Bao 2010). 

 

Chinese industrialization is significantly developed since the 1950 s.  A campaign 

named “the Great Leap Forward” was led by Chairman Mao and aimed to rapidly 

upgrading the country. The purpose of the campaign is the government wishes country 

transform from an agrarian economy into a socialist society through rapid 

industrialization and collectivization. Since that time, Chinese industry focuses on rapid 

GDP (Gross Domestic Product) increment. In 1965, the GDP of china was 171.6 billion 

(RMB). After 13 years, in 1978, the GDP has dramatically increased until 362.4billion 

(Chen 2014; Li 1984:23-31). 

 

After 1978, China went to a new stage which also named “The Chinese economic 

reform”. This campaign means reform and opening stage for Chinese industry launched 

by Chairman Deng. During this stage, Chinese economic system shifted from planned 

economy to market economy, and encourages individual and sole proprietorship start 

own business. Until 2005, the Chinese GDP arrived 18232.1 billion (Fang, Park & Zhao 

2008). 

 

After Germany embarked on industry 4.0 revolution, Premier Li also launched Chinese 

new industrial revolution campaign named: Made in China 2025. In this official 

notification, Chinese government indicates the weakness and opportunity for Chinese 

manufacturing, for instances, Chinese manufacturing still has a gap with developed 

countries and the skill of self-innovation is weak, but industry scale ranked first in the 

world and China built an independent and complete system of manufacturing (The State 

Council).The government give a chance to transform and upgrading Chinese industrial 

system. 
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2.2. Managing innovation  

 

2.2.1. What is innovation? 

 

The process of translating an idea or invention into a good or service that creates value 

or for which customers will pay (Business dictionary). Innovation is a process that 

brings an idea, an invention and completing the development and exploitation aspects of 

new knowledge into realistic use. Innovation capacity also has been seen as a power of 

securing competitive advantages in strategy level of companies. But, is innovation just 

one way? How can we manage innovation? Exploring innovation management in more 

detail provides the basis for the rest of this chapter. 

 

2.2.2. Types of innovation 

 

Since the definition of innovation, not only the product can be innovated, but also can 

bring new technology into manufacturing process. To expend the types for innovation, 

4Ps approach has been introduced by Tidd and Bessant (2011:19-26) in their famous 

book. Four opportunities dimensions have been listed to create different.  

 

Four broad categories: 

 Product innovation: This innovation involved tangible product and intangible 

service changes that offered by organizations. Product innovation can base current 

product to improve quality, or bring a totally new concept of product into market.  

 

 Process innovation: Innovation of process changes in the ways of offer created and 

delivered. Process change improved industry operations efficiency through 

upgraded equipment. Moreover, process can be improved from different perspective, 

for example, Internet used in traditional business.   

 

 Position innovation: This innovation may like old wine in new bottles, the existing 

products and services changes the way they used to have. Position changes can 

explore a vast customer from existing product.  
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 Paradigm innovation: Paradigm changes the frame of work. It is an underlying 

mental model of doing business is the concept of this innovation. Different with 

previous innovation, it innovation restructure current business. 

 

Sometimes, innovation cannot be segmented specifically into previous four categories. 

There are some innovation are somewhat blurred, that could be both a position 

innovation and product innovation. Fortunately, any kind of innovation can expend a 

wilder business somehow.  

 

2.2.3. Scope for innovation: 

 

Innovation is a process that brings different types innovation comes true. However, 

these innovation sometimes are completely new in the market, sometimes are derived 

from existing market. “Innovation is not just about opening up new markets- it can also 

offer new ways of serving established and mature ones.” (Tidd et al. 2011). An 

innovation happens in a region between incremental and radical changes.  

 

Radical innovation is dramatically changing process aimed at meeting the needs of 

customer though understanding of previous market and challenging for radical 

innovation in new area (Tidd et al. 2011:165-174). Comparing with incremental 

innovation radical innovation avoids strong competition in existing market but facing a 

vast population of underserved market. From strategy point of view, radical innovation 

is also named innovation leadership strategy. This strategy is used when the company's 

target is the first of the market which based on technological leadership. This innovation 

requests a strong creativity to combine own competitive advantage with new knowledge, 

and to the needs and responses of customers. 

 

Incremental innovation is improving processes based on current production through 

sustained increase of quality and productivity thus made an innovation learning curve. 

Continues improvement of this upon companies’ continues incremental problem-solving 

innovation which combines with introduction of new production and process (Arrow 
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1962:74-155). Hollander (1965:88-92) in his study suggested that cumulative gains in 

efficacy are often getting a better result over time than those which come from 

occasional radical innovations. Innovation followership is the name of incremental 

innovation in strategy perspective. It is the company chooses to learn the production 

experience from technological leaders, to follow the step of technological leaders and to 

avoid risk and uncertainty from innovation activities. This innovation aim at market 

share, cost saving and competitor analysis. 

 

After combine the innovation types with scope, a framework (see Figure 1) of 

innovation space has been draw by Francis & Bessant (2005). They suggest this 

framework available to any organization. This figure indicates incremental and radical 

innovations are not two extreme cases. Innovation could be operated between the ranges 

of that (see Figure 2).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.The 4Ps of innovation space. (Tidd et al. 2011:22) 
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Figure 2. Dimensions of innovation (Tidd et al. 2011:38) 

 

2.2.4. Innovation process 

 

There are four key phases used in organizing innovation process, each of which requires 

dealing with special resources and particular challenges- and only if we can manage the 

whole process is innovation likely to be successful. These four key phases’ model are 

involves search, select, implement and capture (see Figure 3) 

 

Figure 3. Simplified model of the innovation process 

 

Search stage started from an initial idea that how the company can be improved? The 

ideas can come from itself research and development (R&D) department, competitor, 
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customer and any trigger that companies willing to organize a more effective 

manufacturing by bring new ideas to the system. 

 

Select stage followed by previous brainstorm research. In this stage, company need to 

consider some realistically issue calmly. This process requires taking into account of 

competitive strategy and differentiation of manufacturing. The choices should be the 

best chance of standing out from the crowd and considering previous capability that the 

risks of innovation can be afford by company. 

 

Implementation is the stage to bring selected innovative strategy into reality. However, 

even the target has been set; there still have many challenges under the process. In this 

stage, essential task is to manage a growing commitment of company resources against 

a background of uncertainty (Tidd et al. 2011).   

 

Capture the innovation and receive the benefit from the changes is the meaning of this 

stage. But although all innovation projects have been finished in this stage, they are not 

always satisficed by organization. To find out the adaptive innovation and to learn from 

the change is the basic of future innovation   

 

2.2.5. Innovation problems 

 

Most innovation had been operated with a level of understanding of risks; innovation 

process model is made in order to avoid those unnecessary risks and uncertainty. 

However, occasional issues may destroy the innovation during process.   
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Figure 4. Technology adoption life cycle (Moore 2015: 83) 

 

Figure 4 is the famous picture illustrates a gap of innovation adoption at early stage. 

Most technologies will fall into this chasm and fail the adoption. Innovation process 

may also face this chasm during Implementation stage. During this stage, company 

resource and reality status will be considered into Implementation. Once conditions of 

innovation have been changed it is better to rethink the project again.  

 

There are some triggers, such as new technology, new political rules, and new market 

emerges, will affect innovation process into uncertain place. These triggers perhaps 

shorter the process, but might also vice versa.  

 

2.2.6. Conclusion of managing innovation 

 

Innovation types and scope provides capability to manufacturing to extend current 

business scope, improve technology structure, and bring befit into industry. Different 

innovations have specific features which responding changes in different circumstance. 

Innovation process illustrated a simply why how innovation can be managed from 

theory into reality. Flexibility and adaptability is requested from the beginning of the 

process. However, there is still has many occasional events might cause the failure of 

innovation. Though the innovation has been captured by organization, it is only a base 

of future changes. Innovation is a process. 
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2.3.  Innovation related business relationship management 

 

Innovation cannot be finished by one person. A network of innovation has been 

indicated as great ways of creating a possible environment of invent new products and 

process. (Jaikumar 1988; Williams 2004). However, considering the situation of Chines 

industry, the research in this thesis is more focus on dynamic relationship around a core 

company. A business network relationship introduction starts from extension concepts 

of relevant theoretical foundations.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. A firm’s value net (Brandenburger et al., 1997) 

 

Analyzing a relationship around inter-organization sometimes start from identification 

of focal company. In carrying out business activities, a focal company may develop 

relationship with various types of firms and other types of organizations because they 

affect, directly or indirectly, their performance. A network involves the focal company 

and other organizations, which have tangible and intangible activities with focal 

company. Brandenburger & Nalebuff (1997) structured a model formed with four types 

of firms and organizations, which also named as value net, that affect a firm’s ability to 

produce and deliver value to target customer. (see Figure 5) illustrated a firm’s value net. 
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The value net identifies four types of firms and organizations which are suppliers, 

customers, competitors and complementors. (Ritter, Wilkinson & Johnston, 2004:175-

177). One reason of doing the value nets analysis is a clear dynamic network structure 

can be able to illustrate. The intensive degree analysis was also suggested to analysis the 

value net of focal company in the order of identifying a firm’s product ability (Ritter et 

al., 2004:175; Gadde & Snehota, 2000:308). From innovation point of view, other 

organizations’ strategies and activities also influence innovation strategy of focal 

company in this dynamic network. 

 

The ARA model was found by Håkansson & Snehota, (1995), presents intensity and 

behaviors between level of involvement, influencing factors and used to constitute a 

business relationship to discuss the critical processes that underlie the formation of 

relationships. The ARA model consists of three elements which are resource ties, 

activity links and actor bonds. The model relationship affects innovation performance 

somehow. 

 

Besides the concepts of value nets within dynamic networks, network capabilities also 

affect competitive advantage creating, which refers to the ability to build, develop, 

handle, and exploit network relationships (Ritter & Gemünden 2003:745-755; Capaldo 

& Petruzzelli 2011:273–286). According to Vesalainen & Hakala (2014: 930-950) in the 

partnering logic, the network capability relates to joint value creation, learning with 

customers, participating customers' processes, adapting to customers' needs, close 

relationships with customers. The role of these capabilities may play a core competence, 

a core capability, a dynamic capability or a part of company´s strategic capability in the 

company. Network capability consists of personal competencies, which includes 

development oriented resources distribution, activity interaction, communicate, 

cooperate and value creation, and consists of organizational competences and 

capabilities, which indicates strategy oriented resources allocation, specialization, 

internal competitive recognition, investment, reliability and flexibility. 

 

Since the understanding of network capabilities, organizations could collaborate in 

order to get fresh resource, to innovate, to learn and to save costs by performing 
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functions together (Walter, Ritter & Gemünden, 2001:365-377; Chetty & Blankenburg, 

2000:77-93). This leads to the next concepts of value co-creation (Myllärniemi, Vuori, 

Helander, Ilvonen, Okkonen, & Virtanen 2013) and multilateral co-operation (Varamäki 

& Vesalainen, 2003:27-47). Figure 6 illustrated different types and assumed outcomes 

of multilateral SME co-operations. The value co-creation interaction patterns actively 

initiate by both focal firm and other actor bonds together. The value means business 

operate between benefits and sacrifices, it created and developed with business 

relationships and networks. The value was divided by direct and indirect functions that 

direct value functions are profit, volume and safeguard, and indirect value functions are 

innovation, market, access and scout. Alone with joint value creation processes, 

multilateral co-operation with all players in this networks required creates and achieves 

value leading to value co-creation. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Different types and assumed outcomes of multilateral SME co-operations. 

(Varamäki & Vesalainen 2003:34) 

 

Whilst a complexity arises from many sources, actors and activities, product or service 

complexity is increasing risk and barriers in business networks (Harland, Brenchley 

&Walker, 2003; Ahokangas, Alila, Helaakoski, Kyllönen, Lehtimäki, Peltomaa, 

Seppänen, & Tanner, 2015: 87), such as country and culture differences, standardization, 

Coordination and communication problems and conflicts reflect in financial, 
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performance, social, time and physical losses for a company. As well as the switch risk 

from cooperation to competition between two dyadic companies, coopetition strategy 

(Tidström & Hagberg-Andersson, 2012; Tidström, 2014) refers to find a balance 

between transformations. Coopetition strategy simultaneous existence of cooperation 

and competition, which core competencies are protected and sharing knowledge be 

balanced. Studying the coopertition are benefits (Bengtsson & Kock, 2014: 178-194) to 

increase competitiveness and competitive advantages, innovative development, 

exploration of opportunities and resources. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 

3.1. Case description 

 

The case based on personal summer training project. The case company is not only a 

manufacturing company of spare and accessory parts for international construction 

machinery and equipment enterprises, but also manufacturing spare parts for other 

companies. The business scope of the company is internal processing on giving 

materials, processing on giving materials, assembly operation and processing of semi-

finished products. In other words, the company purchase or accept customer’s materials 

or semi-finished products for processing operation.   

 

 

3.2.Research tools 

 

The quantitative data required for statistical analysis by using statistical software SAS 

Enterprise Guide (Leslie 2013). Since the data which received from case company need 

to be analyzed to find an efficiency relationship within each operation. This statistic tool 

will efficiently present the distribution of data and correlation relationship between 

different data.  

 

Qualitative data analysis used four stage of data analysis (see Figure 7) as research tool 

(Quinlan, Babin, Carr, Griffin & Zikmund 2015:330-334). The qualitative data will be 

described at the first stage and be interpreted in second stage. During the second stage, 

data will be transcoding into meaningful evidences. In conclusion stage, uncovered data 

will be collected into certain group in order to suit particular research questions. The 

final stage of theorization approach usually combining the theoretical framework with 

current work to contribute future research.   
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Figure 7.The four stages of analysis 

 

 

3.3.Research design and data receive 

 

At beginning, the research plan was made to improve the manufacturing efficiency 

before the data was collecting, however, the empirical data which was collected also 

helpful to the research questions. There are three research questions refer to 

manufacturing efficiency and policy issues that will be explored by both quantitative 

data and qualitative data together.  

 

3.3.1. Quantitative data 

 

Quantitative data was collected from a processing on giving materials production line. 

This production line requires to cut a size of 3.75*1 m steel plate into .a 0.7*1m steel 

sheet, which means one steel plate needs to be sliced into five pieces and with extra 

waste. 100 pieces of steel plate are being measured to indicate question one of 

innovation level. 100 pieces of steel plate are being measured by following way of excel 

(see Table 1). 
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Table 1. Processing time record  

 

 

 

The quantitative data required for statistical analysis by using statistical software SAS 

Enterprise Guide. This statistic tool will efficiently present the distribution of data and 

correlation relationship between different data. Figure 5, Figure 5 Figure 6. Are samples 

of data correlation distribution, more explanation will be presented in following chapter.  

 

Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients between operation time and total time. 
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Figure 8. Linear regression between operation time and total time  

 

 

Figure 9. Scatter plot of correlation between operation time and total time 
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3.3.2. Qualitative data  

 

Qualitative data analysis is use to answer question two and question three. One 

important data resources come from a talk interview (CCTV Finance Official Channel 

2015). This interview introduced basic industry status of China and indicated several 

relevant problem of innovation in China. Three interviewer and one industrial 

stakeholder were been interviewed. There are Dong Mingzhu, chairman of Gree Electric 

Appliances Inc., Qu Daokui, president of Siasun Robot & Automation Co. Ltd., Guan 

Xiyou, chairman of Shenyang Machine Tool Co., Ltd., and Qiu Zhiming, chairman of 

Beifa Group Co. Ltd. The interview will be reorganized by four business net value and 

presenting an internal relationship between this network (see Table 3). 

 

Table 3. Qualitative data of interview classed by business net value  

 

 Dong Mingzhu Qu Daokui Guan Xiyou Qiu Zhiming 

Competitor Self-innovation 

is the only way 

to exceed others 

Industrial system is 

not standard, low 

price strategy 

Technology 

plagiarism between 

competitors limited 

motivation of 

innovation 

Some companies 

used anti-

dumping reasons 

to control low 

price strategy 

Complementor Cooperator 

Industrial 

collaborative is 

required. 

Lack of spirit of 

contract. Business 

cannot be 

controlled under 

standard rules  

Big cooperator 

squeeze small 

companies’ profit 

Government is 

not support 

small factor 

which limited 

innovation in a 

large scale 

Supplier Materials from 

supplier need to 

achieve 

companies’ 

quality standard  

Found possible 

supplier from world 

wide scale. Buying 

materials and 

machines and also 

cheaper than others 

Avoiding supply 

stick, Building a 

health supply chain 

system. Do not 

finish all component 

by ourselves 

Requiring high-

technology raw 

materials from 

supplier. 

Customer Customer want 

appearance 

design more 

important than 

technology 

innovation  

Customers are not 

expecting high tech 

product 

Customer occupied 

more innovation 

motivators than 

focal company 

Compare with 

high technology 

innovation, 

customer want 

cheaper product. 
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There are many reports and journals from business relationship management theory are 

also used to collect necessary qualitative data. Materials come from Business Network 

Management course and electronic data base from library of University of Vaasa. All 

data will be segmented and in order to answer different research questions. 

 

 

3.4. Limitation and reliability 

 

Generally, a research project used a sample size of data to deduce a popular size result. 

Under a strategy calculation between sample size and popular size, the result accepts a 

degree of variance between data size. The deviation of reality can be listed in different 

dimensions. 

 

Firstly, the empirical quantitative data of manufacturing efficiency was collected from 

the case company. The data limited to explain the case company’s efficiency. Then, the 

empirical qualitative data was collected from the case company and similar companies 

in the same geography area. Thus, the result of the analysis depends on the information 

provided by the owner of companies. In addition, even business relationship 

management has been recognized for a long time, business network management 

utilization still fresh in manufacturing. Especially, the scope of research project relevant 

with customer’s strategy and government’s policy will potentially made a big deviation 

between different companies.   
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4. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

This Chapter will continually discuss and analyses the data which have been received 

from case company and talk interview. The analyses are classified according to three 

different research questions; each question presents relevant data and discussion. Final 

result will be summarized in conclusion chapter; hence, there is no comprehensive 

result in the end of this chapter. 

 

 

4.1.  Question 1: Incremental innovation with radical innovation 

 

Why Chinese manufacturer prefer the incremental innovation rather than radical 

innovation in recent period? This question can resolve from two perspectives which are 

historical reason and innovation strategy choose.  

 

In Chapter two, comparison of innovation revolution between western countries and 

China has been introduced. Western countries experienced tree times of industrial 

transformation and upgrading development since 1975s.The first industrial revolution 

used water and steam as a source of power, the structure developed from handmade 

industry into machinery industry. 

The second industrial revolution innovated electricity became a very famous power and 

support to mass production. The third industrial revolution developed into use of 

electronic equipment and information technology (IT) to enhance the automation of 

industrial manufacturing. The revolution of industry goes through more than 200 years 

to eliminate the influence of human and achieve a high level of technology structure.  

 

Chinese industry exploded since a campaign in 1950 s, it is named “the Great Leap 

Forward”. Chinese new government recognized a national backward economic and 

industry, therefore, the campaign hold to develop national industry from a handmade 
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stage. After 1978, Chinese government launched a new campaign, also as a new policy 

of Chinese industry strategy, which named “The Chinese economic reform”. The new 

policy encouraged industry spread its scope and extend the diversity. China considers 

developed countries a model industry, after around 60 year’s times, Chinese Gross 

domestic product GDP only ranked after United States which achieved 10,354,832 

millions in year 2014 (World Bank 2016). 

 

Table 4. Comparison of industry revolution history between western country and China. 

 

 

Table 4 was made to present a history of industry revolution process. Innovation is a 

process that requests a long time development from zero to one. Chinese industry set a 

target of achieving modernization of science and technology in the shortest time; 

otherwise it will lag behind other nations. Figure 8 present regional GDP per capita 

changed in past 600 years before a new century. In order to attain a high speed 

development, individual innovation and leadership innovation strategy is difficult 

achieved with the industry level available at the time. Learning technology from 

outsiders and utilizing in own business is the choice that Chinese industry made.  

 Western Countries China 

Around 1750s-1840s The first industrial revolution 

Machinery industry 

Handmade industry 

Around 1870s-1920s Second revolution 

Electronic industrialization 

Handmade industry 

Around 1940s-1970s Third revolution  

Digital & automatic industry 

Great Leap Forward 

Machinery, Electronic & Automatic 

After 2010 Industry 4.0 

smart factory 

Made in China 2025 

Industry transform and upgrading 
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If a car wishes to run faster, it must have a good performance of grip; otherwise it will 

slide everywhere. The grip, or traction skills, is a base of hold high speed movement. 

Technology level is the grip for industry development, the industry want to stand stably 

on its feet in a fast developing economic, only based on a strong technology structure. 

However, comparing large investment and long return on investment (ROI) time of 

radical innovation, innovation followership strategy and incremental changes of 

technology satisfied the company who request high economic growth and good rate of 

ROI index. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Regional GDP per capita changed very little for most of human history 

before the Industrial Revolution. (Moore 2012) 

 

Besides historical reason of choosing incremental innovation, a group of data from case 

company has also been analysis to prove the innovation choice of company. As previous 

chapter (see Chapter 2.2.) introduced about the innovation process, when a company 

considering have an innovation in the company the company start from searching 

opportunity of change. Under the limitation of resources allocation of the firm, 

innovation should be branched down according to business targets and strategy. It is 

important not to make too much change in one’s time (Francis, D. and J. Bessant 83-
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171). SMEs often fail to the research and development survey and other large span of 

innovative activity. Therefore, SMEs tends to do silence work around process 

improvement or customer service (Hoffman,K., M. Parejo, J. Bessant, and L. Perren  ).  

 

Researching the opportunity of innovation can start form analyzing of four broad 

categories of innovations.  

 Innovation in Product:  

Case Company is a manufacturing company of spare and accessory parts for 

construction machinery and equipment enterprises and other similar companies. 

The business scope is internal processing on giving materials, processing on giving 

materials, assembly operation and processing of semi-finished products. There is no 

specific product made hence the opportunity of innovation in product is limited.  

 

 Innovation in Process:  

The efficiency of production line was low. Some observed shortcoming in the 

company are recognized, that are high dependence of labor experience, significant 

produce error variance due to obsolete tools and equipment and disordered 

manufacturing schedule. To improve operation efficiency will be a good 

opportunity of innovation. 

 

 Innovation in Position:  

The target customer involves international construction machinery and equipment 

enterprise and also similar small and middle size companies. Position changes refer 

to reorganize the place of business. Case company considered extends the business 

into international scope, but, the weakness of process block the opportunity of 

innovation in position.   

 

 Innovation in Paradigm:  

The innovation in paradigm for case company could be that changing from 

processing factory to individual production industry. The only problem is also the 

weakness of inefficiency production process. 
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The most possible opportunity of innovation is process development. The case company 

is similar as other processing industry SMEs, pursuing high speed growth of economic 

in early stage made technology gaps impeded high quality production process. In the 

result, before the company innovates from other dimension, process innovation is the 

initial project should be achieved. 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Distribution of total proceeding time for 100 pieces sheet 

 

Before draw up an improvement project, the efficiency of current processing line should 

be assessed. Figure 11 illustrated total producing time distribution of cutting process of 

100 pieces steel sheet. The data present a log- normal distribution that means the 

distribution of total time is not normal distributed. The distribution of total producing 

time seems to be positively skewed since the skewess value is around 1.86574 (see 

Table 5). Because of the skewness, median will be the better value than mean as a 

measure of location. The median number of total producing time is 2031.5 seconds, 

which equal to around 34 minutes. Oppositely, the distribution of cutting process with 

slight setting procedure skewness is -0.00369 (see Table 5) which indicates that machine 

time distribute is normal distributed, no skewness of distribution. Figure 12 illustrated 
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the distribution of machine time. Operation time is the combination of cutting time with 

general setting time of machine. The distribution seems to be slight positively skewed 

since the value is 0.33211 (see Table 5), so the mean value is close to median value. 

Around 15 minutes used purely of processing the steel sheets.  

 

Table 5. Statistic data analysis between different operations 

 

  Total time Cutting  Human 

Setting 

Operation 

Mean  2055.11 136.56 1142.50 912.61 

Median 2031.50 136.00 1110.50 910.00 

Std Deviation 191.40 11.69 187.54 35.22 

Skewness 1.86574 -0.00369 1.97960 0.33211 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Distribution of machine time 
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Total producing time equals to operation time plus human setting time. Except normal 

distributed operation time, human setting time is the only reason of skewed total time. 

Figure 13 illustrated human setting distributions is log-normal distribution. Table 5 

present the skewness value is 1.9796, which is strong positively skewed. The median 

value is 1110.5, which around 18.5 minutes, are used from human activities. The 

standard deviation is 187.54, which significantly affect the efficiency of production. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Distribution of human setting time   

 

Correlation test measures the relationship of human setting time with total producing 

time. Figure 14 illustrated a scatter plot of correlation, besides, the result of Pearson 

correlation coefficient is 0.98293 (see Figure 15). Both of the data present there is 

strong positive linear relationship between the variables. 
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Figure 14. A scatter plot of correlation distribution between human setting time and 

total proceeding time 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Pearson correlation coefficient between human setting time and total 

proceeding time 

 

Select stage followed with the identification of problems. The case company wastes as 

much as operation time in human activities, let alone the labor are the most experienced 

ones. Longer producing time affects schedule organization, which potentially affects 

competitive advantages. 
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To resolve this problem, company made two options from incremental innovation and 

radical innovation perspectives. 

 

 Radical innovation level: According to the most efficiency standard, company used 

lean approach concept to build a really efficient producing line. The estimated cost 

of the project will be around 50 thousands euro assumed by financial department. 

By using the new processing line, the total producing time will reduce half to two-

thirds. 

 

 Incremental innovation: Since the data present the human setting is the dissipation 

cause of inefficiency. Comparing with upgraded equipment or production line, hire 

another labor that can response to this activity is suggested. The total producing 

time to estimate reduce one-third.  

 

The company finally selected the second project, because hiring a new labor only cost 

around 300-400 euro pre month in China. In innovation select stage, company 

considering realistically issue with company status and taking into account of 

competitive strategy. The company prefers to choose a clearer return if the unclear 

changes cannot bring more benefit above manager’s expectation.  

 

Qu Daokui, one of speaker in the interview, mentioned Chinese industry prefers buy 

technology rather than find alternative items rather than innovate by ourselves. 

Extremely long cycle time of research and development may limit growth speed. 

However, technology is the most impartment component of industry which is controlled 

under several countries that affect and impede Chinese industry development in 

sophisticated technique. 
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4.2.  Question 2: Radical innovation in large scale or small scale  

 

Generally, SMEs was defined as workforce less than 500 people. (Narula 2004:153-

161). In China, SMEs indicated by different industry and number of workforce. A new 

concept, microenterprise, of industry has been established to extend the group of SMEs 

(Ministry of Enterprise). 

 

Most literature agreed that small organizations occupied high percentage of innovation 

activities, since they have a level of innovation advantages, such as speed of decision 

making, flexibility and high involvement of project. Whilst SMEs and their role as 

innovators have been seen as sources of growth and high-tech generator firms of this 

kind are important (Tidd et al. 2011). Chinese technical SMEs started from the 

beginning of 1980s, until 2005 this group has occupied 90% of total numbers of 

technical enterprises (Li 2005:45-48). However, most of them are low-tech enterprises, 

and radical innovation requires a large scope of investment 

 

There are no general comments that prove small companies more innovative than big 

companies (Zhao, Tong, Wong & Zhu 2005: 209-224). The innovation performance of 

corporation measured from different indexes, like number of patent application, 

percentage of new production sales and degree of product newness. Liu (2010: 20-23) 

researched a relationship between corporate scale with innovation scale for Chinese 

optoelectronic enterprise. The research presented that the relationship result is flexible 

with innovation performance indexes setting. Meanwhile, the research also confirmed 

that the multiple indexes are necessity of the innovation performance measure 

respectively. 

 

Zhu (2006:45-52) present a research of innovation activities within SMEs based on 800 

enterprisers. He presents a significant inverted U-shaped function relationship between 

the enterprise size and the strength of SMEs innovation spending. Chinese government 

prefers to invest large and medium-sized industrial enterprises. Some policy tools, such 

as funding of science and technology and tax relief, are support R&D department of big 

size enterprisers. Without the financial support from the government, SMEs are more 
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inclined to choose independent innovation way. The activities of innovation between big 

companies and small companies differ from technology environments (Acs & 

Audrestsch :1987:109-112). Zhu& Xu (2003:45-53) indicates there is a positively 

correlation between government’s fund and innovation level that the more stable of 

government support, the better output of innovation. 

 

 

4.3.  Question 3:Barriers of Chinese innovation 

 

Innovation analysis not only from internal of focal company, but also refers to outside 

of company.  Managing business network relationship is also important to managing 

innovation. In Chapter 2.3., the concept of business relationship has been introduced; 

business net value and ARA model are been used to explore the external barriers in 

Chinese innovation process. 

 

 Customer´s perspective:  

 

The core business of case company is processing business. The customer of case 

company is the terminal manufacturer of product and other similar companies. These 

customers’ features are large quantity, long term relationship and high involvement of 

business. Figure 16 present the business occupation percentage of different 

manufacturers in case company. More than 70 present of business come from three 

manufacturers. Producing structure is flexible according to these customers’ order and 

requirement. Due to the narrow of customer, resources of innovation from customer’s 

perspective are limited. The business strategy from main customer will strongly 

influence the decision making process of case company. 
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Figure 16. Customers’ percentage of focal company  

 

Generally from supply chain management point of view, motivation of innovation start 

form voice of customer. It is an upstream process, not vice versa. Qu (2014) point out 

Chinese customer prefers to buy the cheaper one, if there are two similar products. The 

customer tacit approval the quality of the cheaper one is acceptable since there is no big 

difference from appearance and simple test with others. Customer desire cheaper 

manufacturing more than keep standard of product quality which impacted innovation 

from fundamental level.  

 

 Supplier’s perspective:  

The case company does both processing with imported materials, processing on giving 

materials. Since the customers of case company are quite stable, suppliers are stable as 

customer. The relationship with supplier is also large quantity and long term relationship, 

but the involvement of business is quite low.  

 

It is different that case company responses to quality of processing and supplier 

response to quality of raw materials. However, interview indicated that industry 

standard is cryptically operated in China which affects product quality significantly. 

There is a case that case company processed an order of given materials, a quality 
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problem has been inspected during completion acceptance stage. Case company cannot 

get payment since the giving materials have quality problem. The reason behind this 

problem is the lack of common industry standard.  

 

 Competitors’ perspective:  

There is lot of similar kinds of factory around case company. Each company has their 

own main customers. Normally, a good competitor could be a benchmarking for case 

company. By looking at more profit business and less investment business led 

competitors around this area trended pricing strategy rather than technology innovation. 

The relationship with competitor is small quantity low involvement and short term 

relationship. 

 

 Complementor’s perspective: 

Firms need other types of firms to increase the value of their own outputs. Handling the 

dynamic relationship between complementors is important. In manufacturing industry, 

sometimes competitor could shift their status; it could be also a complementor of case 

company. Government is another important complementor for SMEs. A positive posture 

and encouragement policies may stimulate industry increment. Coopertition strategy 

between different complementor may reduce potential risks in the end. Collaborative 

networks increase the entire competitive ability. The posture of relationship could be 

specified in different circumstances.  

 

Appendix 1 (Dutta, Lanvin & Wunsch-Vincent 2015:188) present a rank of Chinese 

innovation index in 2015. It is present effective innovation policies for development in 

China. This table indicates advantages and disadvantages of Chines innovation status 

that China has high level of knowledge, large creative goods exports, but national 

feature films still rarity. The company should specific their network capability, found 

out the specific capability which can be combined with other bonds and focus on 

increate innovation. Re-think the network logic, search a relationship between business 

networks with strategic relevance to explore a more efficient information and 

communication technology (ICT) tools to enable and support the change” (Ahokangas 

et al., 2015:6).   
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5. CONCLUSION 

 

 

Innovation is a process to bring an idea into reality. Technology is the foundation of 

development. It is significant important when industry facing transformation and 

upgrading stage. Chinese industry SMEs facing the transformation and upgrading stage 

recently, yet, there are some features need to recognize before the development.  

 

Chinese manufacturers SMEs prefer slow change innovation has historical and 

economic reason. Comparing with technology developed countries, China has shorter 

period of technology history.  To achieve national economic development from 

macroscopic, technology copy and paste is the most easiest and faster approach. 

Meanwhile, innovation followership does not demand a solid technology foundation, 

close co-operate business network and large support from stakeholders as leadership 

innovation. Risks of innovation and uncertainty of changes are also clearer of 

incremental innovation. That is the reason of Chinese manufacturing SMEs prefers a 

slow change innovation process rather than radical innovation process under present 

situation. 

 

SMEs have more flexibility to provide high percentage of innovation activities. 

However, there is no data that prove SMEs are more innovative than big companies. 

Multiple indexes are necessity of the innovation performance measure respectively. 

Different indexes of innovation are used according to research variance. Nonetheless, a 

research presents a positive correlation between stable financial support from 

government’s fund and output performances of innovation level. Big industry and 

national manufacturer who get support from government’s fund have a more stable 

financial base then SMEs. 

 

Industrial collaborative within value net is significant affect innovation performance. To 

make radical innovation, technology development needs to motivate from customer, 
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supplier and all action bonds in a wild range. Development entirely within one 

industry’s own system blocks the width of the research and generations to innovation. 

Pursue profits and economic scope treats with indifference of standard of product 

quality and ethics of business also impact innovation development. Different standard 

between industries led high risks in innovation. Lack of government support to SMEs 

also limited possibility change of technology in a large scale. 

 

New concept, made in China 2015, of industry revolution has been launched last year 

by Chinese government. In this new policy, the SMEs have been encouraged to do 

innovation in a lager scope. Also, the sophisticated technique and radical innovation 

have been pointed out significantly. Collaborative networks with each action bonds help 

to increase the innovation level. Focusing on integration of technology is an important 

step toward a better understanding of critical dimensions of innovation. Based on 

government support and standard development, all actor bonds form the industry 

network will be participated to support entire supply chain development. 
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